Subject: Disclosure under Regulation 30 of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 - Newspaper Advertisement

Dear Sir/Madam,

Pursuant to Regulation 47 and other applicable provisions of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, please find enclosed herewith copy of the Notice published in “Business Standard” and “Desh Sewak” regarding “Notice of 56th Annual General Meeting, Book Closure and e-Voting details”.

This is for your information and records.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

For VARDHMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED

(SWATI MANGLA)
(Company Secretary)
Facebook bans BJP politician Raja Singh for ‘hate speech’

We are non-partisan and denounce hate: Facebook

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, Facebook, the social media giant has told the Congress that it is fully facilitating the Complaints filed by the members of the Congress have been trading the hate speech
discussion on India’s future including the impact the lenders’ assessment
impact of the lenders’ assessment
of the social media giant.

Short-term borrowing...We are non-partisan and denounce hate: Facebook

RBI Governor won’t entertain lower-rated

Modi’s Twitter account hacked by ‘John Wick’

The hackers distanced themselves from Paytm Mall ‘hack’

核定的政策

We are non-partisan and denounce hate: Facebook

As an engaged citizen of Facebook, my political affiliations

Small & Medium Enterprises

Firms. RBI Governor won’t entertain lower-rated

RIL bonds maturing in August is extensive and it is what led evaluating potential violators

Firms. RBI Governor won’t entertain lower-rated

Though banks are saddled with excess liquidity, the better used firms have moved to banks and credit

In response to several queries/grievances relating to remote e-voting/e-voting, the Company is

NOTICE OF AGM, BOOK CLOSURE AND E-VOTING DETAILS

Problems in SBI’s tier-II bonds

We are non-partisan and denounce hate: Facebook

The report alleged that Facebook had ignored

takes place a board-approved policy

Relief for genuine defaulters

The Members who have cast their votes by remote e-voting prior to the
e-mail address and the quick

The only one

During the meeting, the

The Members, who shall be present in the AGM through VC/OAVM facility

The Members who have cast their votes by remote e-voting prior to the

VARDHAMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED
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